
Evaluation 

To measure the success of this workshop, and the usefulness of the KOALA, we want to collect 

feedback from you by a Google Form. No personal information is collected, so your feedback is 

anonymous. 

Please click this link to provide your anonymous feedback: 
https://forms.gle/eMQchdFdi4WFKX7h6  

https://forms.gle/eMQchdFdi4WFKX7h6
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1muR6OBj7gqC4pYYp02QRcGtbARDiuYHIFJOmLKj7Nzg/edit 1/5

Your feedback on our workshop and its
star - the KOALA!
To measure the success of this workshop, we want to collect feedback from you by this 
Google Form. No personal information is collected by us, so your feedback is anonymous. 

Please provide your anonymous feedback below: 

*Required
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1.

Mark only one oval per row.

What do you think about the CitSciVirtual workshop (“How clean’s the air here
compared to there?” Citizens analysing air quality)? *
1 = Strongly disagree 5 = Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Attending the event was
enjoyable and interesting

The presenter was an engaging
and knowledgeable science
communicator

The presenter’s presentation
helped to highlight the value of
science and its practical
application in communities

More events like this would be
useful and welcome in my
community

Attending the event was
enjoyable and interesting

The presenter was an engaging
and knowledgeable science
communicator

The presenter’s presentation
helped to highlight the value of
science and its practical
application in communities

More events like this would be
useful and welcome in my
community
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2.

3.

4.

Your feedback on the KOALA

What did you enjoy most about the CitSciVirtual workshop (“How clean’s the air
here compared to there?” Citizens analysing air quality)?

What was the most valuable thing you learnt at the CitSciVirtual workshop (“How
clean’s the air here compared to there?” Citizens analysing air quality)?

Do you have suggestions for improvements on the CitSciVirtual workshop (“How
clean’s the air here compared to there?” Citizens analysing air quality)?
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5.

Mark only one oval per row.

What do you think about the KOALA? *
1 = Very dissatisfied 5 = Very satisfied

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

I would like to use this tool
frequently

The tool was easy to use

I would need the support of a
technical person to be able to
use this tool

The various functions in this
tool were well integrated

I would imagine that most
people would learn to use this
tool very quickly

I felt very confident using the
tool

I would like to use this tool
frequently

The tool was easy to use

I would need the support of a
technical person to be able to
use this tool

The various functions in this
tool were well integrated

I would imagine that most
people would learn to use this
tool very quickly

I felt very confident using the
tool
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Your opinion on air quality in general

6.

Other:

Tick all that apply.

Live

Work

7.

Other:

Tick all that apply.

Coast

Desert

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

I needed to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with
this tool

I have learned something
useful by using this tool

I would recommend this tool to
my friends and family

I do not see any reason to use
this tool in the future

I needed to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with
this tool

I have learned something
useful by using this tool

I would recommend this tool to
my friends and family

I do not see any reason to use
this tool in the future

I would rather know the quality of air in the following area/s...

I think that the quality of air in the city is better in the following area/s...
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